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1. THE PROBLEM OF THE DISCURSIVE KIND MIKHAIL BAJTIN CECILIA ECHECOPAR AND TEAM TEACHERS LANGUAGES I 2. GENRES DISCURSIFS Typical forms of statements developed by each area of language use And what would these areas be? Those related to human activity: teaching, journalism, leisure fields, medicine, politics, etc. 3. GENRES DISCURSIFS The different spheres of
human activity are linked to the use of language. And the use of language is made through concrete statements, which reflect the specific conditions of each sphere by its thematic content, its verbal style and above all by its composition and structuring. 4. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY GENDERS Gender diversity is very important and the important difference between primary (simple) and secondary
(complex) discursive genders must be taken into account. PRIMARY AND PRIMARY GENRE Primary sex: occur in the most immediate and daily discursive communication (conversations, letters, emails, messages, etc.). Secondary genres: appear in the most complex, organized and developed cultural communication, mainly written (novels, theatre, scientific research, journalistic genres). 6. PRIMARY
AND SECONDARY GENRES In the training process, secondary sex absorbs and reworks primary education, transforming and losing their relationship with reality and the actual statements of others. They are only part of reality in the enunciatory context of the text containing them. For example, a letter in a novel, or a statement in a newspaper article 7. OBLIGATORY OF GENERIC FORMS Discursive
genres are given to us. We do not know our mother tongue for the study of dictionaries or grammar textbooks, but because we listen to and reproduce specific statements in communication with others. We learn to translate our discourse into generic forms.8 The generic forms do not force them in the same way as linguistic forms, they are more elastic and flexible. But for the speaker, they have a
normative importance, and to freely manage the genres you have to master them well. A statement cannot be conceived as an absolutely free combination of linguistic forms, which was like Saussure designed speech, to the use of the language 9 system. GENRE AND STYLE All style is linked to a typical form of expression, with a discursive genre. But what is style? According to the dictionary: Fig.
Writing mode (SINON. Shape). II A particular mode of artist, of an era. II Fashion, way. II Fashion, custom (...) 10. GENRE AND STYLE According to Bajton, the style would have to do with the lexical, phrasing and grammatical resources of the language. Each statement may reflect the individuality of the speaker, because it But not all genres lend themselves to absorbing an individual style. 11. GENDER
AND Let us return to one of the dictionary definitions: A particular mode of artist, of an era. It coincides with the Bajtinian assertion that historical changes in language styles are linked to changes in discursive genres. The declarations and their typical forms are conveyor belts between the history of society and the history of the language. 12. GENRE DISCURSIVE COMME NOTION PRASSORY You
cannot study the statement without taking into account its generic aspect, to move away from specific statements that occur in specific communication situations, because it would be an abstraction. Language participates in life through the statements that do so, just as life participates in language through declarations. 13. Langage has traditionally been conceived as a means of expressing thought, and its
communicative function is devalued. Even Saussure proposes a diagram in which the speaker is active and the listener passively decodes. 14. LANGUE COMMUNICATION FUNCTION For Bajton, is a scientific fiction, because each understanding has an answer character. Sometimes the answer does not come at the time, but sooner or later understanding will arise in later speeches and behavior. The
speaker knows this, and not only seeks to reproduce an idea, but wants to nod, object, participation, etc. 15. DISCUSSION WITH SAUSSURE To address the communicative function of language and the problem of gender, the declaration must be considered as a true unit of discursive communication. Bajtin says this will allow us to get out of the simplified notions of communication, and even to
understand the nature of language units such as speech and prayer. 16. DIFFERENCES IN THE PRAYER AND THE PRONOUNCED PRAYER: -Its context is that of the speech of the same speaker. -It refers to other statements of the same speaker - Its linguistic meaning is understood but it cannot be answered Statement: -Its context is a specific communicative situation, reality -It refers to earlier and
subsequent statements - It can be answered because its discursive intention is included 17. DIFFERENCES IN THE PRAYER AND THE INUNCIADO PRAYER: - Its limits are grammatical. -It is the unity of language -He has no author -He has a certain grammatical intonation stated: -His limits are determined by the change of speaker subject. -It is the unit of discursive communication -It belongs to a
specific speaker -It has expressiveness 18. CONSTITUTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF ENUN - the first constitutive trait: it is the change of speaking subjects that frames and differentiates it from others. 2nd constitutive trait: Specific conclusion. It has to do with the speaker already written or said everything he meant, and it gives rise to the 19. CONCLUSIVITÉ Three moments of conclusion: (1) the meaning
of the purpose of the statement, exhausted. 2) The statement is determined by its intentional intentionality (3) the return contains typical, generic, concluding forms 20. THE THIRD constitutive trait: the stable generic forms of instruction. The discursive will of the speaker is first and foremost in the choice of a particular discursive genre. All of our statements have typical forms for the restructuring of the
whole, relatively stable 21. DIALOGISM Each speaker is in himself a respondent: he is not the first to speak, and not only assumes the existence of the language he uses, but he has the presence of previous statements, his own or others, with whom he establishes all kinds of relationships (he repeats them, refutes them, polemics, assumes them known to the listener). 22. DIALOGUE A statement is not
only related to the previous links of discursive communication, but also to subsequent links. We build all our statements with possible reactions in mind. The statements are always intended for someone to 23. DIALOGUE The style and composition of the statement will depend on how the author perceives and imagines its recipients. Each discursive genre has its own conception of the recipient. For
example, politicians will use the kind of discourse that conceives different recipients: those who are convinced, those who are serious, those with whom to argue. 24. DIALOGISM The speaker will also take into account the recipient's insightful context (what Scandell Vidal calls pragmatic information): the extent to which he knows the situation, the specific knowledge he has, what he thinks, etc. In addition,
the social position of the recipient, the degree of intimacy with the speaker, etc. 25 must be reflected in the statement. DIALOGUE We talk about polyphony when in discursive communication we can discover a whole series of other people's speeches, semi-squint and implicit and with different degrees of otredad. When we hear a political discourse, we will certainly find different voices: from the leader of
the movement, from other leaders, perhaps from a certain religious conception, from different economic theories, etc. 26. MOMENT EXPRESS The style and composition of our statements will also be determined by the expressive moment, i.e. the subjective and emotionally evaluating attitude of the speaker with respect to the semantic content of the statement. A neutral statement is impossible. The sign
for Bajton is always ideological and although we return to the statements of others, by expressivity, we reflect our position. 27. MOMENT EXPRESS The expressive aspect is a phenomenon of language as a system? Lol Language has the resources to express the valorative position (for example, the terms of the lexicon such as soft or xcellent), but these do not constitute a real assessment, can only be
embodied by the statement of a specific speaker. 28. EXPRESSIVE EXPRESSIVE MOMENT we understand only the linguistic meaning of a word, but we adopt before it an active posture of response. One of the expressive resources of emotional attitude is expressive intonation, which does not exist in language 29. EXPRESSIVE MOMENT We have said that to structure our statement, we use words
from the speeches of others, similar to their subject, structure and style: that is, by their generic specificity. Different genres have a typical expressiveness to which they are added to individuals to a greater or lesser extent. 30. DIALOGISM The statements ervoi each other are reflected: their position cannot be determined unless it is with regard to the statements of others. The expressiveness, then,
answers. Regardless of the dialogical nuances, it is impossible to fully understand the style of the statement. 31. MOMENT EXPRESS So, any word exists for the speaker as: -Neutral word of language -Foreign word, full of echoes -My word, which I use in a given situation, with a certain intention and expressiveness. Determined.
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